Time Use Form

Character ___________________________ Played by ___________________________
Period of time covered ____________

Time use:

Sleep: 56 hrs/week (70 if you are Lazy) .................................................
Meals, personal care, etc. ................................................................. 20
Job: time spent depends on job or Wealth level ........................................
Travel (depends on adventure and situation) ...........................................
Religious observances, etc. ......................................................................
Entertainment ......................................................................................
Study of ___________________ skill ...........................................................
Study of ___________________ skill ...........................................................
Study of ___________________ skill ...........................................................
Study of ___________________ skill ...........................................................
Study of ___________________ skill ...........................................................
Study of ___________________ skill ...........................................................
Study of ___________________ skill ...........................................................
Other: .................................................................................................

TOTAL: per week ................................................................. 168 hours

Automatic language study: If you are in a foreign country, or if you are for any reason speaking a foreign language exclusively, this counts as an automatic 4 hours per day of language practice. Language skill gained with "automatic" practice cannot exceed your IQ. 
Hours of automatic language study: (4/day): ____________

Automatic study on the job: If your job involves a skill (and most do) you can count ¼ of the time spent on the job as "study." This time may be split between two skills if both are job related. Hours of automatic job study (¼ time spent at work): ____________

Study bonuses for magical intervention, mechanical education, etc.:

Skill: ___________________________________ Study equivalent (hours): ______________
Skill: ___________________________________ Study equivalent (hours): ______________
Skill: ___________________________________ Study equivalent (hours): ______________
Skill: ___________________________________ Study equivalent (hours): ______________

Other notes:

Purchaser may copy this form for personal use only.